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he subtitle of this book, “A Divine
Private Detective Agency Mystery,”
might lead you to believe that the
main character, Sister Evangeline, has
abandoned the nunnery and devoted
herself to a new profession. But in “Sister
Eve, Private Eye,” Divine (pronounced
di-VEEN) is her family name.
Her father, Jackson Divine, is a retired
police captain turned P.I., and he needs
her help. He’s about to have surgery
due to complications from diabetes, and
his starlet client has become a suspect
in a Hollywood director’s murder. Sister
Eve leaves her convent in Pecos to
return to Madrid and assist dear old
Dad. When she does, she finds that
her detecting talents mimic those of
the patriarch, and she wonders if her
chosen vocation is true.
Sister Eve also has a personality
like her father’s, tinged with a temper,
“snippiness” and a strong will, which
only makes her more likeable and their
quarrels sharper.
Author Lynne Hinton lives in Albuquerque, is an ordained minister in the
United Church of Christ and works as a
chaplain in a hospice. She has written
16 other books, mostly fiction, some
award-winning, and we all want a peek
at her to-do list.
If you adore this first book in the
series, “The Case of the Sin City Sister”
is coming out in May 2015.
(2014, Thomas Nelson, thomasnelson.
com, Amazon.com, local bookstores)

Another Albuquerque writer, David P.
Wagner, follows the success of “Cold
Tuscan Stone” with “Death in the Dolomites,” the second in his Rick Montoya
mystery series. The author draws upon
his nine years in Italy with the diplomatic service to imagine Montoya’s life and
translation business in Rome.
When Montoya and an old friend ski
off on a much-needed break, the police
there shanghai him into helping them
find a banker who has disappeared.
Having heard of Montoya’s case-solving
prowess in Tuscany, the police afford
him very little in the way of rest and
relaxation. However, there is enough
skiing and wine and pasta to make
the reader feel immersed in the shady
goings-on in this Alpine burg.
(2014, Poisoned Pen Press, poisonedpenpress.com, davidpwagner.com)

Hustlers, Hitmen
and a Player Out
of His League

When lawyers write thrillers, the
outcomes can be as genre-spanning
as John Grisham’s “The Partner” or as
humorous as the entire Victor Carl series by William Lashner. In “Scratched,”
former attorney J.J. Partridge is clearly
shooting for the former. His third book in
the Algy Temple series, “Scratched” is
set in Providence, R.I., a city known for
its cavalier attitude toward the straight
and narrow. Politics, academia and the
Mob mix up a corrupt brew as Temple
investigates the death of a university
professor emeritus.
Temple is a former attorney and a pool
player practicing for The Shoot-Out,
billed as the largest pro-am nine-ball
game on the East Coast – and “a
good gambling game,” according to
him. He has never played nine-ball in
a tournament and finds the pre-game
warm-up cumbersome when he has to
take a side trip to Italy in the course of
the investigation. Hence the title, which
implies that things will not go smoothly
for our hero. When you learn what the
stakes are, you’ll find nothing could be
higher.
Catch up on the series by reading
Partridge’s first two books, “Carom
Shot” and “Straight Pool.”
(2014, koehlerbooks.com; also available for pre-order on Amazon.com)

-Stephanie Hainsfurther
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